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I. Introduction

The fundamental things on the world for a person are food, clothing, and shelter. It is otherwise called fundamental requirements. Starting from the start of human civilization, food security is an indispensable instrument for individuals. It holds extraordinary significance for countries the individuals who have gigantic populace base and feeble agrarian foundation. The idea of food security began something like quite a while back at the hour of worldwide food emergencies in the mid-1970s. Around forty years prior, there were around 200 meanings of food security distributed in various works (Maxwell and Smith, 1992; Barichello and Clay, 2003). Food security is going through a developmental change during the past numerous years with reality. Now and again, the idea of food security and their methodologies have been created and adjusted by the normal comprehension of the idea of the food issue and the advancement of the worldwide food framework. The term and the idea of food security were begun almost four and a half-decade prior during the World Food conference coordinated in 1974 by Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) of the United Nations. The world local area without precedent for this conference attempted to figure out available resources to give food security to the eager individuals by creating sufficient food, guarantee for the stockpile of food and giving wellbeing structure with the changes in food costs (Anderson and Cook, 1999) and first time the idea of food insecurity appeared as a way to recognize the connection between craving, neediness and joblessness. Food insecurity is an extremely mind-boggling peculiarity because of a scope of variables that shift in significance among conferences, across districts and nations, as well as extra time. These elements can be gathered in four groups addressing the accompanying four areas of conceivable insecurity those are the financial and world of politics, the exhibition of the food economy, care practices, wellbeing and sterilization (FAO. 2000). The 2008 worldwide food crisis make riots in numerous nations, which look for the consideration of general society in food security. In July 2009 G8 heads of state consented to "to act with the scale and desperation expected to accomplish supportable worldwide food security" (Barrett, 2010). Bangladesh is a thickly crowded country in South Asia and is standing in view of the majority rule government. Many individuals in this nation actually experience consistently being food uncertain. The principal justification behind the predominance of food insecurity is the interest emptying In Bangladesh which is the aftereffect of falling agrarian earnings throughout recent many years. A few little tip top individuals of the nation had a lot of private responsibility for, which give a dualistic nature to our in the middle of between these little exclusive class and impressive measured unfortunate part of the general public. In food insecurity, neediness assumes an imperative part to hamper the development of hunger.

II. Study Background

All over the world, 690 million individuals consistently hit the sack ravenous, as indicated by a report from the United Nations food offices. The State of Food Insecurity and Nutrition in the World 2020 — delivered by the Food and Agriculture Organization, the International Fund for Agricultural Development, UNICEF, the World Food Program, and the World Health Organization — reports that the quantity of individuals...
impacted by hunger on the world keeps on expanding (Worldvision.org). The craving Sustainable Development Goal calls for finishing hunger on the world by 2030. Sadly — with starvation around the world on the ascent — this objective will probably not be met, even disregarding the impacts of COVID-19. Gauges recommend that an extra 83 million to 132 million additional individuals will be persistently eager because of the pandemic (Worldvision.org). The most thickly populated country on the world other than city states, Bangladesh as of late saw a gigantic deluge of Rohingyas exiles from Myanmar, with in excess of 740,000 individuals escaping across the boundary since August 2017. They joined in excess of 200,000 Rohingyas who had escaped viciousness already. The World Food Programme (WFP) sent off a crisis activity to meet the food and wholesome requirements of the populace, giving food to around 880,000 displaced people, treatment and counteraction of ailings health, school taking care of, designing and calamity risk decrease work, coordinated operations, and crisis broadcast communications. Having graduated to bring down center pay country status in 2015, over late years Bangladesh has encountered supported financial development and accomplished critical advancement gains, particularly on widespread essential schooling, orientation equality in fundamental training and youngster and maternal mortality. Neediness and outrageous destitution have been declining pointedly, sitting in 2010 at 31.5 and 17.6 percent separately, with additional decreases until the present time. Notwithstanding, regardless of progress and the superior accessibility of food because of expanded creation, 40 million individuals - one fourth of the populace - remain food uncertain, and 11 million experience the ill effects of intense hunger (Wfp.org/ countries/bangladesh). Bangladesh is an emerging nation; thus, it is confronted with the incredible test of food insecurity. Regardless of accomplishing independence in food creation, countless individuals experience the food uncertain circumstance in his country.

Food security is a mind-boggling improvement issue which is connected to wellbeing and nourishment. Food insecurity is firmly connected with hunger and neediness and is considered as a worldwide general medical condition with long haul unfriendly outcomes on kids' wellbeing. It is what is happening which can be depicted as "restricted or unsure accessibility of healthfully sufficient and safe food varieties or restricted or dubious capacity to get OK food sources in socially OK ways". Satisfactory food is characterized by the World Food Summit as "all individuals consistently approaching adequate, protected, nutritious food to keep a solid and dynamic life" and the right to sufficient food is a general common freedom. Be that as it may, in circumstances, when somebody can't gain sufficient measure of food in any event, for a brief length is depicted as 'hunger'. Food insecurity is many times established in neediness and is critical because of its drawn-out influence on the limit of families, networks and nations for improvement. The social idea of hunger which is connected to neediness can be portrayed as a result of food insecurity. Hunger in youngsters relating to food insecurity, has been viewed as related with unfavorable mental and actual results. Bangladesh is a country in the South Asian locale, a district which has a higher development pace of populace contrasted with different regions of the world and hunger is exceptionally pervasive. Of pertinence is that 66% surprisingly delegated being 'eager' live in Asia, with a huge piece constantly inadequate with regards to access to ideal measure of food. In spite of this multitude of mediation components, no huge changes have been kept in guaranteeing that everybody has physical and financial access to adequate, protected, and nutritious food for a functioning and wellbeing life. It is with help from this foundation, where food insecurity is common in Bangladesh that this study attempted to figure out the circumstances and end results of food insecurity, and different courses through which food insecurity can be diminished in Bangladesh.

**III. Objectives**

As every paper should have the aim to investigate within the desired arena of an author, this paper has the exquisite targets that are as follows:

- To review the status of food insecurity in Bangladesh.
- To review the causes of food insecurity in Bangladesh.
- To review the effects of food insecurity in Bangladesh.
- To trigger some feasible solutions to avoid food insecurity in Bangladesh.

**IV. Literature Review**

Poverty exists with food instability and is the main cause of hunger, lack of healthy sustenance, low income, illiteracy, homelessness, inadequate housing, social discrimination and so on. The populace has expanded from around 75 million at freedom to around 160 million at this point. In excess of 40 million Bangladeshis - 27% of the populace are undernourished according to FAO - not approaching sufficient measures of protected, nutritious food to support a solid and useful life. In excess of 820 million individuals all around the world were as yet hungry in 2018 (World Health Organization, 2018). At present hungry rate is on the ascent. While (Shakeel, 2017) states that in spite of the expansion underway the per capita accessibility of food is declining simultaneously the most required individuals are far away from the food and the hole between those
eating less and those eating more are constantly expanding, are far the development of the food increments and the privileged of the general public are eating better. Although urbanization is expanding step by step and the needy individuals are as yet living fundamentally in rustic regions. Around 7.3 million individuals move into the quickly developing metropolitan areas of Bangladesh consistently. However, the quantity of working-class residents is likewise developing, there is a major hole between the rich and unfortunate which is expanding constantly. In Bangladesh, 20.5% of the populace lived beneath the public neediness line in 2019. (adb.org). The developing number of populaces are overemphasizing normal assets, i.e., water, lodging and power in the urban communities have not had the option to satisfy the necessity of individuals moving into the city. Thus, minimal expense lodging being fabricated and many individuals will undoubtedly live in the ghettos and villages, having more individuals in a one-room shed. Individuals living in the ghettos additionally deal with the issue of food security and sustenance because of low neediness. While Bangladesh can be creating an adequate measure of food to take care of its whole populace, there have been numerous checks in the previous ten years, including dry spells, particularly in Maharashtra and cataclysmic events. The achievement or disappointment of yields in the nation is straightforwardly connected with environment and climate on the grounds that the critical extent of the rancher is for the most part founded on storm for agribusiness (Kaczor, 2013). Nonetheless, Bangladesh's general economy and exchange relations are improving, yet the destitute individuals are as yet attempting to make due. Food and nutritional security can be worked on through advancements in both public homegrown arrangements. Consequently, this study tries to give fundamental causes, and impacts with the ideas of food insecurity and potential arrangements.

V. Food Security

Food security can be defined as “When all people, at all times, have physical, social and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life.” (IFPRI, 2019). Food security is a crucial part of social life because it influences human health and also affects the economic and political firmness of the government. There are four pillars of food security: accessibility, availability, utilization and stability (Napoli et al., 2011). Descriptions of them are as follows:

a) Availability

It is primarily the inventory or creation of food materials. “The amount of food that is present in a country or area through all forms of domestic production, imports, food stocks and food aid” (WFP, 2009).

b) Accessibility

The idea of accessibility as far as food security alludes to “physical, social and economic access” (FAO, 1996). This term was first presented by the Amartya Sen in the mid-1980s after the Bengal starvations (Sen, 1982). Openness implies moderateness in which each family part, consistently, approaches sufficient nourishment for a functioning, sound life.

c) Utilization

It means to the appropriate consumption of food and nourishment. No access to clean drinking water, unfortunate climate, absence of cleanliness, and chronic insecurity foundation, lead to diminished osmosis of the drank food. To accomplish wholesome security, ecological cleanliness fundamental, Primary medical care and clean drinking water office ought to be satisfactorily accessible. Cooking propensities additionally need mindful assessment since certain strategies for cooking might prompt the deficiency of fundamental supplements (Swaminathan M. S. 2006).

d) Stability

Stability characterizes the worldly element of food and sustenance security, exclusively the time period wherein food security is being thought of. Steadiness is expected when the stockpiled food, pay, and monetary assets stay consistent at a family level during the year and in the long term. Furthermore, it is additionally fundamental to limit outside dangers, for example, cataclysmic events, environmental change, value instability, clashes or pestilences, and so on. (Klennert, 2009).

VI. Food Insecurity

Food insecurity is pronounced as “limited or uncertain availability of nutritionally adequate and safe foods or limited or uncertain ability to acquire acceptable foods in socially acceptable ways”. (American Dietetic Association 1998). Those people whose food intake diminishes beneath their base calorie prerequisites are going under the food insecure grade, as well as the individual who is truly not fit, or has a sickness because of the absence of food and craving or unbalanced diet. (FAO, 2000). Thomas (2006) indicates food insecurity as “Food insecurity exists when people do not have adequate physical, social or economic access to the sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy life”. As per FAO Food Insecurity is characterized as "a circumstance that exists when individuals need secure access to adequate measures of protected and nutritious nourishment for typical development and improvement and dynamic and solid
Food insecurity is both a reason and a result of savagery, adding to an endless loop or "struggle trap". Food security is basic for political solidness. It is connected to an expanded chance of normal disappointment, fights and revolving, collective brutality, and common clash. Rough contentions, thus, make food insecurity, unhealthiness, and in certain examples starvation. In this way, food insecurity can propagate struggle, in spite of the fact that its impacts rely upon the specific situation, with the most vigorous connections obvious in states that as of now have delicate business sectors and powerless political establishments (Collier et al., 2003). Failure of individuals to get sufficiently close to food because of destitution in agricultural nations is the underlying driver of food insecurity. Albeit the leftover nations of the world have gained critical headway towards neediness easing, Africa, specifically, Sub-Saharan Africa keeps on falling behind. It is anticipated that there will be an expansion in this propensity until and except if preventive measures are not taken. Starting around 1970 the state of food security on the mainland has declined and the portion of the malnourished populace has stayed inside the scope of 33 to 35 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa. There is a ton of variety in the predominance of unhealthiness inside the landmass which shifts by the district. It is least in Northern Africa with 4% and the most noteworthy in Central Africa with 40%. (Mwaniki, 2006). There are many quantities of reasons for food insecurity in various locales. In any case, some important causes are delineated as follows:

### a) Population growth

Different researchers have different ideas as indicated by population growth and food insecurity. Malthus gave a converse connection between the populace and assets, a quickly developing populace turns into a weight on assets. Thus, he presents positive checks (war, catastrophic events, disasters) which happen on the off chance that we don't control the populace's development. British environmentalist, Sir Jonathan Porrit said that "It's no good blaming climate change or food shortages or political corruption. Sorry to be neo-Malthusian about it, but continuing population growth in this region makes periodic famine unavoidable – as many people have been pointing out since the last famine. Many of the children saved by the money raised over the next few weeks will inevitably be back again in similar feeding centers with their own children in a few years’ time". Assuming we see, we find that the expansion in the populace in a roundabout way influences food security, yet the impact of neediness is more than that. As we found in the starvation of Bengal in 1943. As per Nobel Laureate Amartya Sen, "starvation is the attribute of certain individuals not having sufficient food to eat. It isn't the quality of there being insufficient food to eat. While the last option can be a reason for the previous, it is nevertheless one of the numerous potential causes". We find that the development of the populace exacerbated the strain on ecological corruption, social causes, and environmental change and further these elements represent the food instability issue to the state or district. Regardless of an adequate measure of food accessibility, the issue of food insecurity is tracked down in numerous areas. This portrays different variables like neediness, access, and buying power instead of populace development.
b) Conflict and Political Instability

Food insecurity can be both a reason and result of contention and political unsteadiness. The connection among struggle and food security influences each other as food shortage prompts market breakdown. Accordingly, food accessibility in the market diminishes, which make more prominent destruction in broad daylight. As a result of tireless struggles and food instability, a huge number of powerless individuals prepared to move away from their country to a superior spot. These relocated individuals become an evacuee in numerous nations. Once in a while, the haven country due to some explanation can't satisfy the sufficient help to the displaced people, of course, the food insecurity emerges in that specific spot. (IFPRI, 2019). Andersen and Shimokawa (2008) observe that the populace with chronic insecurity and nourishment are more mindful in the common struggle in the food-uncertain district. Food security is generally basic for political soundness. It is connected with expanded chance of vote-based disappointment, fights and revolting, collective viciousness and common clash. Therefore, these struggles make food insecurity, unhealthiness, and now and again starvation (Brinkman and Hendrix, 2011). In the late situation, the serious issue is human is the destroyer of the person as we have found in the Syria and Yemen, where military and agitators obliterate the country which causes food insecurity and nation-wide conflict. In any case, from that point onward, they likewise block the guides from the NGOs and worldwide organizations. (Elver, 2017) additionally said that "it is critical that the global-local area comprehends that it is a worldwide wrongdoing to deliberately impede access to food, food help, and to obliterate the creation of food."

c) Conflict, Violence and Wars

Conflicts, wars, and violence influence food creation and supplies. In many nations where nationwide conflict has been pervasive throughout the long term, food insecurity is extremely high. For instance, the countries are Somalia and South Sudan in Africa. A new model is Syria's farming creation, which has been unfavorably impacted by the contention. As per a report by FAO in 2018 October, 5.5 million Syrians face food insecurity and a piece of it is because of the contention. Struggle-related food deficiencies can likewise set off long periods of food emergencies regardless of whether the battling has finished.

d) Urbanization

The total populace of the world will increment from 6.7 to 9.2 billion from 2007 to 2050 in the metropolitan areas of less evolved nations (United Nations, 2008), and as the FAO appraises that worldwide food creation ought to be expanded up to 60 percent by 2050 to fulfill populace needs. As per Sova (2016), it is extended that around 66% of the world's populace will live in metropolitan regions. It shows a normal decrease in the rustic populace, and that implies the populace overall should deliver more food with fewer ranchers to satisfy the developing caloric needs in urban areas. This adds to a generally dangerous errand for the world's ranchers one next to the other, the agrarian land is diminished by the development of metropolitan settlements (Matuschke and Kohler, 2014). It shows that the horticulturally useful land ought to be restricted up to less appealing areas (Matuschke, 2009). In non-industrial nations, metropolitan development and the developing number of megacities demonstrate that more food is accessible to individuals who live in a climate that has generally been assumed as improper for agribusiness (Szabo, S. 2016). At long last, it ought to be accentuated that the future viewpoint in relations between urbanization and food security is blended. The worldwide blending designs underway and urbanization and financial and human improvement give suppositions to a hopeful viewpoint concerning manageable metropolitan turn of events and the battle against appetite and undernutrition (Szabo, 2016).

e) Climate Change

It has a profound effect on food security in various ways. It influences the yields, domesticated animals, ranger service, fisheries, and hydroponics. Subsequently, environmental change by implication influences the financial states of individuals through horticulture, market impacts, and so forth. The social and monetary aggravation is seen with the progressions in rural wages, food markets, costs and exchange examples, and speculation designs. At the homestead level, they can diminish incomes. They can impact actual capital and power ranchers to sell useful capital, for example, dairy cattle, and fields, to ingest pay shocks. Accordingly, ranchers become frail and have no cash to contribute. This issue straightforwardly influences the social effects on cultivating families, restricting their ability to confront different costs, like wellbeing, schooling, and way of life (FAO, 2016). Safe water and sterilization offices are additionally impacted by the environmental change which might prompt diarrheal infection that can upset the ingestion of supplements. Environmental change can likewise increment different vector-borne sicknesses which can hamper individuals' physiological ability to get vital supplements from the food varieties devoured and decline work efficiency because of horribleness (Zewdie, 2014). The impacts of environmental change on food security are the results of environmental changes themselves and the basic weaknesses of food frameworks. They can be characterized as "flowing effects" from the environment to biophysical, then monetary and social, and to families and food security. At each level, weaknesses demolish the impacts (FAO, 2016). The food-creation framework soundness is an
immediate impact by the progressions in environment changeability. Expanded recurrence and power of the dry spell and flood would be an extraordinary danger to soundness, whether the effect is homegrown, nearby, or through the worldwide food market. The recurrence and greatness of food crises could increment, coming about because of complicated interrelations between political struggles and relocation in a setting of expanded rivalry for restricted assets.

f) Lack of Access to Farming Land
Food is developed or produced from the land. In doing as such, income is additionally created. Be that as it may, many individuals don’t have their own territory, or can’t stand to approach farmable land. Land proprietorship fortifies horticultural efficiency as it tends to be utilized to create an assortment of food crops even at a limited scale level. Without access to cultivating land, in any case, it implies the absence of a secret weapon for producing food crops.

g) Land Grabbing
It is firmly connected with the point above. Land snatching is when land, generally claimed or cultivated by families or gatherings or networks, is detracted from them by enormous financial backers or powerful government authorities. They gain the land to extend their realms, separate regular assets, or even develop government authorities. They gain the land to extend them by enormous financial backers or powerful families or gatherings or networks, is detracted from them by theorists. The sole reason for these examiners is just to acquire benefits. They have no

h) Unfair Trade Rules
The manners by which enormous partnerships work with neighborhood food makers are generally unreasonable and don’t compensate ranchers for the value of their work or produce. Better-resourced ranchers could get food supply contracts; however, limited scope ranchers will frequently fill in as work on contracted ranches. Such practices offer further to food insecurity, particularly to the limited scale ranchers and the people who are not financially stable.

i) Biofuels
Agrofuels are formed from plants like corn and sugar sticks. Delivering such biofuels is arising as a reaction to handling environmental change. Tragically, ranches will be redirected into developing such plants and yields for biofuels, diminishing the number of grains accessible for food. This likewise drives up the costs of such grains. The developing interest in biofuels is likewise answerable for the expansion of deforestation in nations like Malaysia and Indonesia, further undermining food security. The justification for this is on the grounds that deforestation brings about cleared terrains and environmental change, which subsequently, causes flooding and antagonistic climate, accordingly obliterating crops.

j) Natural Disasters
Dry season, floods, storms, typhoons and other catastrophic events can clear out a whole gather or obliterate yields. This is pulverizing most particularly to country networks and families, who by and large depend on such gathers and staple limited scope cultivating for their day-to-day food.

k) Wastage of Food
Billions worth of eatable food are being discarded consistently, for the most part in created nations. For example, during this Coronavirus pandemic, ranchers are discarding billions of food sources since eateries and stores, which recently purchased such food, are closed down. The creation levels are more prompt than the utilization, meaning food must be discarded, yet individuals are passing on from hunger in non-industrial countries. FAO reports that every year, the food squandered all around the world is about 1.3 billion tons.

l) Poverty
Hunger and Poverty exist in an endless loop. Families caught in the pattern of destitution generally can’t bear the cost of nutritious food, prompting undernourishment. Thus, undernourishment makes it hard for individuals to bring in more cash so they can manage the cost of quality food. Families living in destitution could likewise offer off their domesticated animals or devices to enhance their income. This purchase of momentary help, however, sustains a more drawn-out term example of craving and destitution that is in many cases passed down from guardians to children.

m) Market Dominance by Corporate Giants
Giant worldwide agribusinesses and exporters have run the food market, meaning limited scope ranchers have restricted roads to advertise their produce. They, subsequently, sell at out of line costs, and the goliath organizations control the market, including selling food at exorbitant costs by focusing on clients who are more often than not are over-specific, prompting food wastage.

n) The Financialization of Food
The financialization of food alludes to the undeniably critical pretended by monetary business sectors in the agri-food area (Clapp, J. 2012). The financialization cycle impacted food frameworks in the ongoing many years and monetary entertainers, markets and inspirations assume a more critical part in the public eye, and in all areas of the economy (Epstein, 2005). Food is being utilized as aware in global business sectors by theorists. The sole reason for these examiners is just to acquire benefits. They have no
immediate interest in the staples, and they just involved them as a type of revenue. The theory is an important instrument that is utilized for food cost instability. The aftereffect of these cost climbs has been found in the worldwide food markets in 2007-08, 2010, and 2012, which show how unexpected value shocks can create serious and delayed food emergencies. As numerous associations guarantee that food is common liberty and food can't be utilized as a product for exploitation. In November 2014, Pope Francis said that it is excruciating to see “the battle against yearning and lack of healthy sustenance ruined by market needs, the supremacy of benefit, which decrease groceries to a product like some other, dependent upon hypothesis and monetary hypothesis specifically”(What causes food insecurity? 2015).

o) Knowledge and Information Systems
Food production and provincial improvement in those countries which have food weakness require appropriate and cutting-edge advances which are exceptionally useful in the exchange of innovation for the supportable turn of events, neighborhood food customs, and advanced modernization of nearby connection techniques. To get the advantage of these advancements will require legitimate preparation, instruction, and improvement abilities for nearby HR (Rome Declaration, 1996). Information and Information Systems are critical things to comprehend horticulture-related information, security net strategies, climate, wellbeing, instruction, organization, showcasing, and, surprisingly, political data. Information improvement administrations, early admonition frameworks, and the board data frameworks support any remaining endeavors to address food security. Data frameworks are utilized solely to gather the exhibition of information that is connected with crop creation regions by utilizing remote detecting and field information gathering organizations to give early advance notice of arising food instability circumstances (FAO, 2000). Information and data framework assumes a fundamental part to reinforce food security. Consequently, FAO, WFP, and IFPRI took a worldwide drive and made the Food Security Information Network (FSIN) reinforce food and nourishment security data frameworks for making dependable and precise information to direct investigation and navigation.

VIII. Effects of Food Insecurity
The worldwide food crises risk the existence of millions of individuals in the most vulnerable communities, especially in the nations where neediness, lack of healthy sustenance, and passing from hunger are rising step by step. The joined impact of rising food costs and the absence of medical care could be disastrous for poor people. The nations, similar to Bangladesh, encounter consistent food deficiencies and appropriation issues prompting persistent and frequently inescapable yearning among huge quantities of individuals. It affected the social as well as financial prosperity like instruction, well-being, living standards, conduct difficulties, and so forth in the general public. Hence, food insecurity empowers hunger and leaves kids powerless, defenseless, and less ready to battle normal youth sicknesses like the runs, intense respiratory diseases, jungle fever, measles, and so forth. Youths and grown-ups likewise lament the unfriendly impacts of food insecurity. Food insecurity can prompt low degrees of energy, development disappointment, defer in development, weakened mental capacity, diminished ability to learn, less capacity to oppose contaminations and diseases, decreased future, development in maternal mortality, and low birth weight. In addition, it might likewise result in political precariousness in the food uncertain district on the grounds that as food-unreliable, individuals might be manifest the sensations of estrangement, stress, and uneasiness, and they might encounter diminished efficiency, a decline in work cooperation, and school execution, and decreased pay level. The family elements may likewise be upset because of the distraction of acquiring food, which might prompt displeasure, cynicism, and bothering among different indelicacies. Some of the common effects are as follows:

a) Hunger and Poverty
Poverty and food insecurity have an exceptionally cozy relationship. This view emphatically focused on that food insecurity is an immediate consequence of destitution. At the point when you are ravenous, you can do nothing. Accordingly, you will keep on being poor and hungry. Yearning, destitution, and infection are interlinked, with the commitment of craving, the illness is produced. Hunger decreases the resistance against most infections and makes inclined to the sickness. Destitute individuals frequently can’t deliver or buy sufficient food to eat as are more defenseless against infection.

b) Impacts on Children
Children who are food uncertain or come from families that are food shaky are bound to require hospitalization and are at a higher gamble of a persistent medical issues like paleness and asthma. They likewise have regular oral medical issues. Food insecurity in youngsters is additionally connected with the poor actual personal satisfaction and keeps them from completely captivating in day-to-day school exercises, as well as friendly communication with their companions.

c) Food Insecurity Drives to Hunger
Craving can likewise result from food insecurity. Hunger costs billions consistently, with the US utilizing about $178.9 billion consistently. This causes the public
authority to spend more on taking care of the country, rather than concentrating such monies on different undertakings like foundations, medical services, and training.

d) Expansions in Food Prices

Food insecurity implies there is a lack of food products, making accessible food costly to buy. This implies the costs will go up and will bring about related things being more costly. Individuals’ access to food, care, taking care and access to medical services may likewise become restricted as an outcome, making the country more uncertain.

e) Unemployment

At the point when a country is unreliable about its accessibility of food, the economy will dial back. This implies more individuals will lose their positions, wages will be lost, and misfortunes in pay will be predominant.

f) Violent Conflict

In spite of viciousness being a reason for food insecurity, the converse is likewise obvious. Food weakness, particularly when brought about by an ascent in food costs, is a danger and results in a savage clash. It probably won’t be the main source, however, combined with different variables, for instance, in the political or monetary circles, food insecurity could be the component that decides if and when rough contentions omit.

g) Malnutrition

Unfortunate access to food and essentially quality food adds to unhealthiness in the two perspectives, undernutrition as well as overweight and weight. Hunger builds the gamble of low birth weight, adolescence hindering, iron deficiency in ladies of conceputative age, and so forth. Food instability can influence the kid hindering, squandering and micronutrient lacking by adversely influencing the adequacy of food utilization. An eating regimen considered as inadequate admission of nutrients, protein, calories, and minerals will likewise hinder fetal, baby, and kid development and improvement (World Health Organization 2018).

h) Depression

Food-shaky individuals are particularly inclined to have psychological well-being issues. Neediness and psychological well-being issues have an extraordinary linkage, essentially close to home and mental problems (Griffin et al., 2002). The review presents three head discoveries. To begin with, in the wake of controlling for regular financial and socio-segment factors, food deficiency builds the gamble of gloom and predicts this chance better compared to proportions of low pay, the essential kind of revenue, and training. Second, the adverse consequence of food inadequacy isn’t inerferable from social assets incongruities, despite the fact that these assets essentially diminish the size of the effect. By and large, we have seen that the issue of gloom through food deficiency is more grounded in ladies than men, however, this study shows that single parents face more sorrow than some other gatherings, including single parents from the food inadequate families (Wu and Schimmele, 2005).

Accomplishing food security in its entirety keeps on being a test not just for the creating countries yet in addition to the created world (Oxfam, 2002). The distinction lies in the size of the issue as far as its seriousness and the extent of the populace impacted. In created countries, the issue is reduced by giving designated food security mediations, incorporating food help as immediate food alleviation, food stamps, or in a roundababoy way through financed food creation (IFPRI, 2006). These endeavors have essentially decreased food insecurity in these areas. Comparable methodologies are utilized in non-industrial nations yet with less achievement (Mwaniki, 2003). Three other huge issues are arising out of the gamble issues of food insecurity which should be a worry.

(a) The danger of periodic worldwide food deficiencies.
(b) The quick vanishing of the simple choice of extension of the edited region to accomplish supply development.
(c) The rising development of the food security problem as an issue of the metropolitan poor in low-income countries’ (Braun, 1990).

IX. Potential Solutions

About 811 million individuals on the globe don’t get sufficient food to eat, while around 2.3 billion individuals are overweight. The total population is expanding and extends an extra 2 billion individuals by 2050 (Fao.org). Climate change alters conventional agrarian regions, scientists and policymakers are contending to sort out some way to resolve the two issues. These food insecurity issues are not caused simply by unofficial laws or customary cultivating practices. However, the other significant variables are responsible for this like climate change, populace growth and unsustainable utilization of assets are steadily expanding tension on the populace and world legislatures to adjust how food is created, appropriated and consumed in the entire world (Harmon, 2012). Some special solutions are pronounced as follows:

a) Best Strategy System

There ought to be great arrangements to battle the food insecurity either the public authority or private. A report was distributed by distributed West et al., (2014) in which they characterize influence focuses to give an adequate number of calories to sustain 3 billion individuals.
b) **Raise low water efficiency**

The water system ought to be improved and develop those harvests which utilize less water can challenge this issue. Nonetheless, this change isn't just in light of the fact that planters develop crops on market values. Thus, we can change this to giving financial motivating forces, and these progressions ought to be on local contrasts and social contrasts.

c) **Diminish Food Wastage**

At the world level, 30-50 percent of food is squandered because of the absence of storage spaces and incapable arrangement. The total populace will stretch around 9.6 billion by 2050, and the fundamental test for the public authority is to take care of individuals. Then as indicated by the UN, it isn’t important to create more food, just to quit squandering the food which we as of now have (Verchot, 2014). As of now, when individuals are more associated with the other world, and the world psychologists like a solitary country. The utilization of cell phones is more normal in each state, and it is utilized in various fields to figure out the issues connected with horticulture, wellbeing, schooling and provincial job projects in Asia. "We were interested: in the event that we utilized versatile innovation, might we at any point get data quicker, less expensive, and in a lighter way. On the off chance that you use SMS or voice call, you don't have 10-page polls. You can toss out a few basic inquiries, over the long haul, and see the reactions you get. There are numerous UN, no-go zones. “So, there were examples where we flew in by helicopter and had two hours to sort out what is the deal with 100,000 individuals" (Husain, A., 2015). As of now, WFP utilizes another technique for Vulnerability Assessment and Mapping to conducts food security examinations of weak populaces. This checking technique for food security currently permits WFP to accumulate constant information to appropriately perceive and assess what is happening in far off regions that were beforehand blocked off (Reddy, A., 2017). The utilization of advancements and cell phone could likewise use to lessen the issues looked by the expansion of the conventional assistance in non-industrial nations. In the first place, unfortunate framework is liable for access issues in distant regions. Second, customary “expansion programs” in which expert give one-way data to the ranchers in far off regions, yet in those areas, the criticism cycle is missing (Torero, 2014).

d) **Fairtrade**

The worldwide contest, tragically, makes out of line exchange between the immature, creating, and created nations. Thus, food costs are expanding quickly and furthermore the neediness level. There is an incongruity, those nations which are more taken part in farming items go under the immature and emerging nations to turn out to be much more fragile. Phillips (2000) educated that concerning 60% of the complete populace of the underdeveloped nations is participated in food creation. In this way, it is fundamental for advancement to guarantee food wares costs in the global market. There ought to be a survey of the WTO and worldwide economic deals despite the fact that WTO manufactures to ease in worldwide exchange obstruction explicitly under endlessly non-industrial nations. In spite of that, it has not been matched his objective affected by created nations which fill in as to give premise inputs impact over direction.

e) **Lessen the Risk of Commercializing**

On the off chance that food is developed for the motivations behind taking care of the local area or country, food insecurity levels will go down. Ranchers can create more food yields and will actually want to deliver cash crops when there are sufficient food crops on the lookout. There will be less gamble of commercialization of food assuming it is adequate on the lookout. States ought to likewise carry out programs that can permit ranchers to know when there is adequate nourishment for everybody.

f) **Work on Existing Infrastructural Programs**

A few ranchers neglect to get their produce to the market in view of unfortunate foundation including streets, storage spaces, and food handling gear. It winds up spoiling in the homesteads than being taken to the people who need it or for handling. Assuming the foundation is improved, more food will be accessible on the lookout and the food insecurity levels can go down.

g) **Advance Diversification**

Zeroing in on a solitary food yield or staple can deliver horrible results for food insecurity decrease. In that capacity, to further develop food security, there should prepare on the significance of enhanced and solid eating regimens for better nourishment. With additional assortments of food and an informed local area on the significance of a differentiated eating regimen, there will be adequate staple food sources accessible in the business sectors.

h) **Close the Yield Gap**

The majority of our cultivating lands are depleted of their normal richness levels and can't deliver however much they did quite a while back. To close the hole, states and rural organizations in control have concocted methodologies and projects for further developing harvest yields, particularly area explicit strategies for feasible horticultural escalation like soil the executives and land improvement. Land transformation ought to be kept away from as it infringes into regular environments and woods, and influences biodiversity and untamed life, and expands GHG emanations. The system or program set up ought to guarantee food is accessible for all, and that natural life and timberlands are not impacted.
X. Conclusion

In this paper, we have analyzed the idea, causes, and effects with some solutions to food insecurity. The issue of food insecurity is most common in the world it should be viewed as a security danger to the nation and furthermore to the whole world. In the event that the issue is defied with all reality by executing the proposals of different policymakers and the other sort of measures which are prepared to end food insecurity, then the countries will be independent regarding food security. The ongoing circumstance of the yearning is declining, proof shows that the quantity of hungry individuals on the planet is rising, about 820 million individuals do not get enough food to eat in 2018, up from 811 million in the earlier year, which is the third year of expansion in succession. This highlights the tremendous test of accomplishing the Sustainable Development Goal of Zero Hunger by 2030, says a new edition of the annual The State of Food Security and Nutrition in the World report delivered today (Who.int/news). World Hunger fluctuated in 2020, with 1 of every 10 individuals on Earth undernourished (Theconversation.com). Bangladesh has been positioned 76th in the Global Hunger Index 2021 among 116 qualifying nations with a score of 19.1 (GHI 2021, position 76th in the Global Hunger Index 2021 among) (Theconversation.com). Bangladesh has been every 10 individuals on Earth undernourished (Theconversation.com). So, the problem of food insecurity is a global issue so every country ought to approach to lessen the hazard head-first and to forestall conceivable unfortunate results which ordinarily go with food insecurity in countries those have been endured choppiness previously.
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